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NUNCHUCKS

BENSAG 500

CWF DRAGON 

DRIVER V3 CUSTOM 

FLASHLIGHT 

THE MOTIVATION 

BRACELET 

Welcome to another installment of the coolest EDC Skillset has to offer! 

We are proud to feature hard working Americans, who’s sole mission in 

life is to fi ll your pockets with kick-ass items for your everyday carry. 

Now let’s go shopping!
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NUNCHUCKS  
Manufacturer: Arizona Nunchuck Co.

Buy it here: apextactical.com - Price: TBD

Who needs a pair of nunchucks? Pretty much every red-blooded 

American kid who grew up swinging sticks in their neighborhood, that’s 

who! The Arizona Nunchuck Co.’s 9-inch nunchucks set is designed and 

manufactured in the Grand Canyon State, which is widely recognized 

across the globe for unsurpassed awesomeness. Machined from 

aluminum by CNC ninjas trained in the ancient art of—well, machining—

each set is then anodized before being fully assembled for your ninjutsu 

pleasure. Now you can order a pair and channel your inner 11-year-old 

boy again. Remember, once a ninja, always a ninja. 

BENSAG 500
Manufacturer: Scorpion 6 Knives

Buy it here: scorpionsixknives.com - Price: $500

If you are going to invest in a defensive knife, make sure it’s one that is 

custom built for cutting and slashing. This is why we carry the Scorpion 

6 Bensag 500. This design is meant to be slender in the hand and to take 

up minimal real estate in the pocket, but it is built to be an all-around 

powerhouse. It also comes with a limited lifetime warranty and all the 

high-quality craftsmanship you expect from Scorpion 6 Knives. 

CWF DRAGON DRIVER V3 CUSTOM 
FLASHLIGHT, TITANIUM PELE MODEL
Manufacturer: Ti2 Design

Buy it here: cwfcustomfl ashlights.com - Price: $600

A special collaboration between Ti2 Design and CWF Custom 

Flashlights, the Pele custom titanium fl ashlight shows some of the 

fi nest craftsmanship, components and creativity on the market. 

Machined from solid titanium, this moonbeam is on weight and shows 

amazing durability. Additionally, a wide pocket clip completes this 

badass-looking torch.

THE MOTIVATION BRACELET 
Manufacturer: Cyanide Bunker

Buy it here: cyanidebunker.com - Price: $60

“Son, don’t fuck up”—I have never forgotten those words my father said 

to me when he sent me out into this harsh, cruel world. Unfortunately, I 

should have taken them more seriously. This handmade copper bracelet 

makes a perfect gift for any future college student or just that lazy 

28-year-old kid who still lives in your basement. 

JOBSITE DEFENSE MARKER
Manufacturer: Offensive Industries

Buy it here: violenceismandatory.com - Price: $38

We all know that many employers frown upon carrying weapons on 

the jobsite. But unless you are an aspiring MMA fi ghter, how are you 

supposed to protect yourself? Luckily, Offensive Industries has your 

back. This marker is a nonmetallic defensive device with a G-10 core. 

It is perfect for nonpermissive environments, day-to-day activities or a 

night on the town. Hidden in plain sight! 

DELTA FORCE CHALLENGE COIN
Manufacturer: We can’t tell you.

Buy it here: nope - Price: priceless

We all know that challenge coins are mementos of appreciation given 

to deserving individuals. It is an honor to receive one, especially when it 

comes from the most elite modern armed forces unit. These individually 

numbered coins are rarely produced and have to be given out by an 

actual member of “The Unit.” How did we get one? If we told you, we 

would have to kill you (or something cliché like that). 

BANDS OF FREEDOM
Manufacturer: The American Sons

Buy it here: theamericansons.com - Price: Band of Freedom: $280-$320; 

Death Card Tribute to Our Vietnam Vets: $425-$475

You wear your American pride on your sleeve—now wear it on your 

fi ngers! These handcrafted, 100%-sterling silver masterpieces are all 

designed, forged and shipped in the good old U-S-of-A! The American 

Sons settle for nothing less than the purest materials and highest-

quality craftsmanship. 

STEEL GHOUL DICE SPIKE
Manufacturer: Hobo Tactical

Buy it here: hobotactical.bigcartel.com - Price $65

If you are a leather worker, you know the value of a good scratch awl. 

This 3 3/4-inch, belt-fi nished metal spike is beautifully crafted by Payne 

Leather & Tool and is handmade in the USA. Even if you don’t work with 

cowhide, it makes a pretty crafty all-around utility tool. 

FANG V3 FIXED BLADE
Manufacturer: Double Star Blades

Buy it here: doublestarblades.com - Price: $95

The Fang V3 is designed to be everything you need for an EDC blade, and 

this knife is perfect for everyday use and stays sharp. Built from 80CRV2 

carbon steel, this 6 1/2-inch fi xed blade is manufactured in the USA and 

even comes with a handy bottle opener on the bottom end. 

BIG FRAME REVOLVER .45/70
Manufacturer: Magnum Research

Buy it here: kahr.com - Price: $1,302

MRI’s Big Frame Revolver is truly the biggest, fi nest revolver on the 

market today. The BFR is entirely manufactured in the USA, and like 

the legendary Desert Eagle pistol, it is designed as a magnum from 

the ground up. The BFR is all stainless and has a cut-rifl ed barrel that 

delivers unmatched accuracy with lead or jacketed bullets. This is 

America, and Americans carry Big F-ing Revolvers. 

SKILLSET EDC
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